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„Experience the sound of 
silence in a busy world.“

Silent Rooms

Knowledge Creates ValueSpace
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"Good room conditions are crucial for the quality of 
our work. They are the basis for human performance, 
creativity, and motivation."

Jochen Renz
General Manager, renz solutions GmbH 

Advantage through sanctuaries of a special 
sort!

Constant change characterizes the worlds of work spaces and real estate. In addi-
tion to the increasing demand for space-efficient, flexible, and multi-usable space 
concepts, users demand a spatial quality that can: 

Simultaneously meet conflicting needs!

Exactly this is the offer of silent rooms from renz solutions. With the installati-
on of an autonomous room-in-room solution, juxtaposition comes into being: of 
communication and concentration, transparency and confidentiality, of openness 
and cohesion, of excitement and tranquility. So it is that sanctuaries of a special 
sort can be created in existing or newly planned office buildings - or also in air-
ports, trade exhibition halls, or shopping centers.

Doors become obsolete with this application of space efficient and technically 
optimized glass-acoustic architecture. A quality of space utilization without equal 
is engendered that also provides an advantage over any other building concepts. 

Experience a new world of space with us!
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LIGHT SOUND FUNCTIONAIR

Telephone-/ Concentration room

Telephone-/ Concentration room
Lounge

Telephone-/ Concentration area
Meeting room

Meeting roomHighly efficient ceiling lightning ventilation

Office workplace indirect lightning Climate control: cooling and dehumidification 30 – 50 dB Sound level difference

30 – 45 dB Sound level difference

Experience maximization of spatial 
quality through perfection in ...

Did you know that the quality of light is decisive for the quality 
of work to be accomplished or for overall performance? Fatigue-
free reading and work are only possible in a situation with ideal 
lighting. Silent room design aligns precisely with ideal lighting. 
At the same time, the use of especially energy-efficient lighting 
reduces high heat loads in small meeting rooms to a minimum. 
Highly efficient LED technology is utilized here, along with effici-
ent reflector luminaires.

Small room – bad air quality? This need not be! Stale, musty air is 
a thing of the past. Renz silent rooms feature excellent air quality. 
Sound isolated electronic fans provide adequate fresh air quality 
that can be further boosted by optional air conditioning, cooling, 
and dehumidification modules. Pleasant air quality is achieved 
when a fan directs unpleasantly warm air from the interior to the 
surrounding open area. Oxygen and fresh conditioned air pass 
through the door opening without creating a draft. Energy con-
sumption is minimal. An electrical connection suffices, and the 
room is ready for use.

The silent room is a retreat for confidential calls or a place to 
conduct undisturbed discussions. Based on the all-frequency ab-
sorber, 99% of total sound energy density is absorbed, making 
doors obsolete. Intelligibility is increased in spite of the smallest 
of room configurations. With no door, sound level differences of 
30 to 45 dB can be achieved from room to room; with a door the 
values are 30 to 50 dB.  

Additionally, by attaching further absorber elements on the out-
side of the silent rooms, the acoustics of the entire area environ-
ment can be optimized by specifically damping noise in that open 
area.
 

Standard requirements of the market include multi-functionality 
and multi-utility. Thus, the silent rooms of renz systems offer 
varieties of possible applications and types of use.  Since rigid 
structures are things of the past, room- and area configurations 
are easily converted due to changing requirements. This econo-
my doubles the value of such installations. The following pages 
portray individual examples of space usage, which through their 
variability set no limits on the planner.
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1. Open Meeting Rooms as a Room-in-Room

Experience a New Range of Function

Short meetings in the immediate vicinity of the workplace speed 
up processes and relieve the people working in larger open areas. 
The silent room offers the possibility to combine different func-
tions in a single space, for example, a small meeting room with 
two phone rooms, or a meeting room with a range of copiers and 
printers. Placement of additional acoustic absorbers on the silent 
room exterior attenuates noise in the larger open area further, 
offering sophisticated noise protection.

"In such open space installations you will experience an at-
mosphere of tranquility, of confidentiality, and the ability to  
concentrate while in the middle of the general workaday action."
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2. Open Meeting Spaces on the Periphery

This room offers many design possibilities and can be extended to 

almost any length. It can be constructed with its own ceiling or in 

direct connection with that of the surrounding space. Since the 

fixed parts are made from metal panels and the sound absorbers 

are specially filled, this model also complies with the require-

ments of fire resistance class B1 (or alternatively even A2).

"Special zones on the periphery are particularly 
well suited for silent rooms without doors."
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3. Meeting Rooms Made-to-Measure 4. Individual Offices as Add–ons

Up to six persons can hold meetings in a cozy and relaxed at-

mosphere. Thanks to a quiet high-performance fan or a connec-

tion to the cooling system of the building, the interior climatic 

conditions remain comfortable even for longer meetings.

A silent room can easily be made to function as a small single 

office. Required electrical wiring can be installed on site – after 

the fact. As an add-on to an existing open structure plan, mana-

gers may get closed rooms with a maximum of transparency and 

acoustic quality.
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5. Thought Oases for Thinkers 6. Rooms for Teamwork

Such a room is an ideal place—simply for thought—or for con-

centrated work, or confidential, uninterrupted phone calls. In-

side, a pleasant silence reigns thanks to the quiet operation of air 

handlers. At the same time, high-performance acoustic absorbers 

keep noise from finding its way outside. The room is completely 

self-sufficient and requires only an electrical connection for venti-

lation and lighting.

Laborious talks outside the door are over. Phone 
rooms next to the workplace solve problems such as a 
lack of privacy or noise pollution even in the smallest 
spaces.

Rooms fitted by renz with proven high-performance absorbers 

and ceilings ensure that confidential meetings or conference calls 

remain confidential. Opaque fields are clad externally with metal 

panels; their color can be freely selected. They can be perfectly 

adapted to existing space structures and meet requirements of 

fire resistance class B1 (alternatively, A2).
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7. Lounges und Lobbies with Appeal 8. Service Areas with Ancillary Functions

Attractive retreat areas, lounges, or “hangouts” close to the 

workplace become inviting areas for conversation and meetings. 

On one hand they upgrade working conditions for employees; on 

the other hand surrounding areas are protected from disturbance 

by acoustic absorbers. An attraction in two ways.

Never have copiers, printers, and other service functions been 

stowed as well. A service room allows you to elegantly decouple 

noise sources such as printers and copiers acoustically. This takes 

no more than the space usually required for office equipment. A 

service room can cover a large spectrum of utilization possibilities 

without requiring extra space. Whether equipped with a ceiling (if 

free-standing) or without, a service room can blend harmoniously 

into the design of its structural environment.
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CATEGORY OVERVIEW

Combination Examples

Type A
Silent rooms with doors and
rounded glass elements

Type B
Silent rooms with doors in
square format

Type C
Silent rooms without doors

Type D
Double function silent rooms 
without doors

Type E
Open and wall-oriented silent 
rooms
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"On the basis of this modular spatial 
structure, no limits are set on the real 
estate manager or architect."
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Silent room at the ZIA – the real estate industry day on June 5th, 2013, 
in the historic atmosphere of the Berlin-Tempelhof Airport.

Heights
The clearance space height is 2300 mm (other heights of your choice are possib-
le). Ceiling height is 120 mm plus ventilation and cooling, or rather, also inte-
grated.
 
Dimensions
In addition to standard sizes, silent rooms can be made in any custom size.

Technical interfaces
Detailed definitions in the corresponding interface paper.

Electrical Installation
We have solutions for all common control, sound, and switching systems.

Fire protection
All boxes meet the fire resistance class B1, or optionally at extra charge, in A2. 
Fire alarm systems, sprinkler and EVAC are integrable.

Surfaces
There are almost no limits to the design. The boxes are made of glass and metal 
profiles. All metal profiles can be powder coated in standard colors. Fabric, veneer 
or leather coverings are possible. Sound absorbers can also be covered with va-
rious fabrics.

Lighting
Various solutions with LED or fluorescent tubes are part of the standard offer. 
Custom solutions offer great flexibility.

Ceiling/Cap
If the box is to be free-standing, a cover is fitted. A box without a cover will be 
attached to the building’s ceiling.

Privacy Screening
Curtains and films are always easy to adapt.
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renz GmbH System-
Complete-Fitting-Out

Forchenweg 37
D-71134 Aidlingen

info@renz-systeme.de
www.renz-systeme.de

phone +49 (0)7034 6503-0
fax +49 (0)7034 6503-28

Themes for Silent Rooms

Confidentiality
Concentration
Privacy
Sound
Air
Light
Function
Transparency
Aesthetics
Architecture

Society for interdisciplinary knowledge transfer as a communication 
and training platform for various topic areas in the construction and real 
estate industry

Consulting and solutions company for the integral development of 
sustainable space utilization concepts 

Research company with internal research institute and a variety of re-
search partnerships (e.g. University of Eichstätt, University of Konstanz, 
University of Stuttgart, Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics)

Product and design company with 65 merchandise programs for all areas 
of design-oriented and economical real estate development (walls, acou-
stics, air conditioning, lighting), from manufacturing to turnkey handover


